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VENEZUELA: VIDEOTAPE. (U)
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VENEZUELA: VIDEOTAPE. (U)

AS OF 0500Z 2 SEP 92

NEWSPAPERS HAVE PUBLISHED THE TEXT OF A SECRETLY VIDEOTAPEd
INTERVIEW OF LTCOL HUGO CHAVEZ, THE IMPRISONED LEADER OF LAST
FEBRUARY'S FAILED COUP, AND BOOTLEG COPIES OF THE VIDEO ARE
CIRCULATING IN CARACAS.

(b)(1), 1.4 (c), Non Responsive
{PNC} CADETS, WHO WOULD BE SUPERVISED BY THE UN OBSERVER MISSION IN EL SALVADOR (ONUSAL). UNDER THE PLAN, 330 PNC CANDIDATES WOULD ATTEND AN INTENSIVE 2-WEEK COURSE. AFTER SERVING FOR AN UNDETERMINED PERIOD, THEY WOULD RETURN TO THE PUBLIC SECURITY ACADEMY TO CONTINUE THEIR POLICE TRAINING. RIZA SAID THAT A GOVERNMENT LAND PROPOSAL UNDER REVIEW WOULD ALLOW COMMUNAL LAND TENURE FOR STATE LANDS TRANSFERRED TO FORMER COMBATANTS AND WOULD PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL TITLES FOR MOST TRANSFERRED PRIVATE LANDS. (DECL UADR)
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